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ollagen-like-peptide implants as
alternatives to human donor corneal
transplantation†

M. Mirazul Islam,‡ab R. Ravichandran,‡c D. Olsen,d M. K. Ljunggren,b Per Fagerholm,b

C. J. Lee,bc M. Griffith‡*ab and J. Phopase‡c
Extracellular matrix proteins like collagen promote regeneration as

implants in clinical studies. However, collagens are large and unwieldy

proteins, making small functional peptide analogs potentially ideal

substitutes. Self-assembling collagen-like-peptides conjugated with

PEG-maleimide were assembled into hydrogels. When tested pre-

clinically as corneal implants in mini-pigs, they promoted cell and

nerve regeneration, forming neo-corneas structurally and functionally

similar to natural corneas.
Introduction

Resident stem cells capable of regeneration are present in
almost every organ in the body but frequently cannot achieve
the repair needed aer damage by injury or disease. The
limiting factor is oen the extracellular matrix (ECM)
surrounding the cells. During damage, the ECM is frequently
replaced by scar tissue, which does not provide the required
structural integrity and inhibits regeneration of functional
tissue.1 The replacement of scar tissue with ECM or biomate-
rials that mimic its structure and function could therefore
promote regeneration.1,2 Regenerating damaged tissues and
organs, including corneas, could potentially mitigate the need
for organ transplantation, which currently faces acute world-
wide shortage and immune rejection issues.

We have previously shown in human corneal transplantation
clinical studies that cell-free corneal ECM mimics made from
recombinant human collagen (RHC) stimulated regeneration of
the human cornea, an organ that normally does not regenerate
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on its own.3,4 However, RHC replicates human collagen, which,
like many other ECM biopolymers, is comprised of large
proteins and is difficult to manipulate. Smaller units of complex
proteins, particularly those capable of self-assembly have been
examined as controllable ECM mimics, as they can form a wide
range of structures including nanobres.5 Collagen-like
peptides (CLPs), also known as collagen-mimetic peptides
(CMPs), have recently been investigated as potential alternatives
to collagen, as they can self-assemble and form triple helical
nanobers like collagen.6–14 In order to stabilize the triple
helices of CLPs, polymer templates that can link the three
peptide chains together with sufficient exibility to allow for
proper packing of the chains with correct amino acid register
have been tested.7 More recent designs have used collagen
peptides as the physical crosslinks for the polymer system
through triple helix formation.6,7 CLPs and CLP–polymer
systems have now been tested in vitro as engineered 3D scaf-
folds on their own,8 conjugated to polyethylene glycol (PEG)
backbones,9–11 and complexed with bioactive factors12,13 or
localization agents such as gold nanoparticles.14 However, the
majority of studies have been conned to in vitro testing with
cells.

The trend in regenerative medicine is now towards the use of
complex, naturally derived ECM macromolecules, as intact
decellularised scaffolds or as processed and puried concen-
trated liquids or nely ground powder that are then recon-
stituted into hydrogels.2 Here, we report on the capacity of
a CLP–PEG based hydrogel to serve as a functional analog to
full-length collagen for promoting regeneration, using the
corneal transplantation as a test bed.
Results and discussion

In 2011, O'Leary et al. described a 36 amino acid peptide, (Pro-
Lys-Gly)4(Pro-Hyp-Gly)4(Asp-Hyp-Gly)4 that mimicked collagen
brils.8 As described, this CLP was only able to self-assemble
into a so hydrogel, while clinical use in corneal trans-
plantation requires implants to be sufficiently robust for
RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 55745–55749 | 55745
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surgical handling. Collagen is a large trimeric protein (approx.
300 kDa) comprising a long backbone chain (approx. 1000
amino acids per strand) that imparts high mechanical strength.
Here, we modied the O'Leary CLP by the addition of two extra
amino acids – a glycine spacer and a cysteine to allow covalent
attachment of an 8-armed polyethylene glycol maleimide as
described by Perez et al.10 The presence of a multi-arm template
provided an adequate balance between rigidity and exibility.
As CLP self-assembled into triple helices, conjugation with PEG
resulted in a higher order supramolecular self-assembly that
was then crosslinked with N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N0-ethyl-
carbodiimide (EDC) to form a stabilized cornea shaped and
sized implant (12 mm in diameter, 500 mm thick) comprising
CLP and PEG-maleimide (CLP–PEG hydrogels) (Fig. 1a). See
ESI† methods online.

CLP conjugation to PEG-maleimide was conrmed by 1H-
NMR (Fig. 1b). Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy analysis
of CLP–PEG showed increased triple helical propensity at 221
nm (Rpn¼ 0.55) compared to CLP alone (Rpn¼ 0.093) (Fig. 1c).
The PEG template had likely enforced proximity of peptide
strands for intramolecular assembly, facilitating the intermo-
lecular, collagen-like higher order triple helical association at
room temperature.

EDC-crosslinked CLP–PEG hydrogels were optically trans-
parent, but signicantly mechanically weaker than human
corneas since they comprise over 90% water (human corneas
only have 78% water (Table 1)). However, they were sufficiently
Fig. 1 Fabrication and characterization of CLP–PEG implants. (a) Sch
macroscale corneal shaped hydrogels. Eight CLP chains are attached to 8
at nano level, PEG-maleimide is drawn together, triggering further self-a
assembly within a mold and EDC crosslinking results in the formation
maleimide, showing maleimide peaks at d 6.5–7.0 ppm that disappeared
firming their collagen-like triple helical secondary structure. The larger
a higher order triple helical propensity facilitated by the presence of the P
concentrations of collagenase, compared to RHC-MPC, which degrade
days in culture on CLP–PEG hydrogels, stained with live/dead stain. Gr
starting to stratify, as with cells growing on RHC-MPC control hydroge
implanted subcutaneously into a rat for 90 days, showing a smooth, inta
cells. Inset: intact 10 mm diameter, 500 mm thick sample retrieved after

55746 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 55745–55749
robust to retain their shape (Fig. 1a). Furthermore, the hydro-
gels were stable and did not biodegrade rapidly when exposed to
the articially high concentrations of collagenase (5 U ml�1)
used to simulate an accelerated biodegradation process. The
CLP–PEG hydrogels showed minimal degradation in compar-
ison to hydrogels comprising interpenetrating networks of
RHC-2-methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine (RHC-MPC)
implants that remained stable in the severely pathologic eyes
(Fig. 1d). Human corneal epithelial cells, when seeded onto
CLP–PEG implants, showed good proliferation without any
cytotoxic effects (Fig. 1e) comparable to that on RHC-MPC
hydrogels (Fig. 1f). This indicated good in vitro biocompati-
bility. Subsequent subcutaneous implantation of CLP–PEG
hydrogels into the dorsum of rats for 90 days (aer ethical
approval from the local ethical committee, Linköpings
Djurförsöksetiska Nämnd, and in compliance with the Swedish
Animal Welfare Ordinance and the Animal Welfare Act)
conrmed their biocompatibility in vivo (Fig. 1g) as the implants
were relatively intact, and remained free of immune cells or
thick brotic encapsulation aer 90 days in vivo.

In preparation for clinical translation, CLP–PEG hydrogels
were tested for potential use in transplantation as an alternative
to donated human corneas, in cases where the endothelium is
healthy. The cornea is the transparent front part of the eye,
which acts as a lens to direct light to the back for vision.
Permanent transparency loss results in blindness, which can be
treated by transplantation of donor tissue. However, there is
ematic showing the assembly of CLP–PEG from the nanoscale into
-arms of PEG-maleimide. When CLP self-assembles into triple helices
ssociation into nanofibrils. Subsequently higher order supramolecular
of a cornea-shaped implant. (b) NMR spectra of CLP–PEG and PEG
after conjugation of CLP. (C) CD spectra of CLP and CLP–PEG con-
positive peak at 221 nm for CLP–PEG compared to CLP only shows
EG backbone. (d) CLP–PEG is resistant to in vitro biodegradation in high
d completely over 50 hours. (e) Human corneal epithelial cells after 5
een, live cells; red, dead cells. Cells are proliferating and healthy and
ls (f). (g) Representative H&E stained section of a CLP–PEG hydrogel
ct material edge and absence of heavy fibrotic tissue or inflammatory
implantation. Scale bar, 50 mm.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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Table 1 Properties of CLP–PEG corneal implants in comparison to human corneas

Properties Transmission (%) Backscatter (%) Tensile strength (MPa) Elongation (%) Modulus (MPa) Water content (%)

CLP–PEG 92.4 � 0.95 0.90 � 0.17 0.07 � 0.02 58.30 � 4.49 0.18 � 0.06 91.65 � 1.10
Human cornea3 87.1 � 2.0 <3 3.81 � 0.40 — 3–13 78
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a severe worldwide donor shortage, and not all conditions are
amenable to donor graing.15

Here, hydrogel implants were molded into implants the
shape and size of human corneas (500 mm thick, 12 mm diam).
In compliance with the OECD Principle of Good Laboratory
Practice (GLP), ENV/MC/CHEM (98) 17, 1997, and with local
ethical permission from Stockholms Norra Djurförsöksetiska
Nämnd, implants was graed into the corneas of four Gottingen
mini-pigs by anterior lamellar keratoplasty, aer excision of the
pigs own corneal tissues. At 12 months post-implantation, CLP–
PEG implants remained stably incorporated and optically clear,
as judged by slit lamp biomicroscopy, within the pigs' eyes
(Fig. 2a), similar to the contralateral unoperated control corneas
(Fig. 2b). However, mild haze was observed at the material–host
interface. The optical transparency allowed for real-time
imaging by in vivo confocal microscopy of corneal epithelial
cells growing over the implants and in-growth of corneal
stromal cells into the implants (ESI Fig. 1†). Histologically, the
Fig. 2 Post-surgical corneal regeneration at 12 months after CLP–PEG
integrated within the pig cornea, compared to its healthy, unoperated co
but stop at the margin of the implant. (c) H&E staining of a representati
cornea (d), showing similar morphology. e, epithelium; s, stroma; i, im
regenerated nerve (arrows) in CLP–PEG cornea, that follow a parallel patt
proteins from the central cornea area of both implanted and control corn
a2(I), respectively) and a1 chain for type V (a1(V)), in the regenerated C
healthy control corneas. (h) Analysis of normalized, relative protein conten
were similar to that of the control healthy corneas (no statistical significan
(P# 0.05, indicated by *). In RHC-MPC implanted corneas, levels of both
(*), while a1(V) were similar. No differences were observed between
regenerated pig neo-corneas 12 months after grafting with CLP–PEG im

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
regenerated neo-corneas (Fig. 2c) resembled their contralateral
unoperated controls (Fig. 2d). Each cell-free CLP–PEG implant
had been replaced by a tissue comprising an epithelium and
underlying stroma with similar morphology to the healthy
control corneas. In vivo confocal microscopy also showed that
corneal nerves had grown into the implants, forming a sub-
epithelial nerve plexus comprising parallel nerves (Fig. 2e),
resembling the pattern seen in their healthy, unoperated,
contralateral counterparts (Fig. 2f). Biochemical analyses of
graed CLP–PEG implants samples showed the presence of
corneal collagens type I and V, which were not present in the
initial implants (Fig. 2g and h). This prole was similar to that
of RHC-MPC implants that were followed longitudinally as
benchmarks. More importantly, the collagen proles were
similar to those of healthy, control corneas albeit differing in
the quantities of collagen. This showed that remodeling of the
initial fully synthetic implant had occurred. However, FTIR
spectroscopy revealed CLP and PEG proles in the implanted
implantation. (a) Optically clear CLP–PEG implant (arrowed) stably
ntralateral cornea (b). Blood vessels are seen in the implanted cornea
ve regenerated CLP–PEG neo-cornea compared to a healthy control
plant. Scale bars, 50 mm (e) in vivo confocal microscopy shows the
ern similar to that of the unoperated cornea (f). (g) SDS-PAGE separated
eas shows the presence of a1 and a2 chains for type I collagen (a1(I) and
LP–PEG implanted cornea, similar to RHC-MPC and the unoperated
t shows that the levels of a1(I) and a2(I) in CLP–PEG implanted corneas
ce) while the level of a1(V) however was higher than that of the control
a1(I) and a2(I) were significantly lower than in the unoperated controls
RHCIII-MPC and CLP–PEG implants in general. (i) FTIR analysis of
plants shows the presence of both CLP and PEG.

RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 55745–55749 | 55747
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area (Fig. 2i), indicating remodeling was incomplete and likely
still on-going at 12 months post-operation. Overall, the
implanted corneas did not differ signicantly in thickness from
unoperated controls. This is most likely due to the formation of
neo-corneal tissue that allows for modulation of proper corneal
hydration.

A range of self-assembling amphiphilic peptides, including
CLPs, has now been examined as scaffolds for promoting
corneal regeneration since they can form a wide range of
structures including nanobers like ECM, and they are easily
tunable to support adhesion and proliferation of corneal
cells.16,17 ECM-derived cell adhesion peptides containing the
laminin motif, Tyr-Ile-Gly-Ser-Arg, or the bronectin motif, Arg-
Gly-Asp, have been tested as injectable scaffolds and shown to
promote regeneration of the corneal stroma in rabbits.18

However, in many corneal pathologies, the tissue is scarred
leading to loss of transparency and blindness. Excision of the
scarred region and replacement with a robust hydrogel that
could act as a corneal substitute is therefore necessary. Hence,
conjugation to a polymer backbone is needed.

The most convenient method for fabrication of peptide-
synthetic polymer conjugates is to couple a peptide that is
functionalized (either at the termini or side chain) with
a complementary functionalized synthetic polymer.6 While
a number of synthetic polymers have been explored as back-
bones for peptides, many of the successful reported hybrids
have incorporated PEG and its derivatives.6,7 CLP–PEG-
maleimide hydrogels that were similar to ours, reported by
Perez et al., were thermoresponsive and formed a liquid-like
state close to the melting temperature of the CLPs.11 Here,
a further crosslinking step using EDC and its co-reactant, N-
hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) allowed us to fabricate CLP–PEG
hydrogels that remained in an irreversible colloidal state. This
is important as implants meant to replace pathologic tissue
need to remain in place as scaffolds to permit regeneration and
remodeling by incoming cells until complete formation of new
tissues has occurred. The use of PEG may also serve a second
function promoting immune tolerance of the implants, as
conjugation of protein-based drugs has been shown to reduce
immunogenicity.19

In the present study, CLP peptide conjugated with PEG-
maleimide resulted in a transparent corneal implant that was
sufficiently robust for transplantation. The implant showed
stable and functional integration, promoting regeneration of
corneal epithelial and stromal tissue and ECM components, as
well as nerves in a similar manner to RHC-MPC implants that
have now been clinically tested.3 Like RHC-MPC, the peptide–
PEG hydrogel most likely served as a physical scaffold that
provided a microenvironment that was conducive to in-growing
cells to proliferate, differentiate and to synthesize ECM
components, resulting in a neo-cornea. For translation into
clinical application, the use of synthetic peptide analogs in
place of animal extracted collagen allows for lot-to-lot homo-
geneity in raw materials as well as circumventing potential
transmission of viruses and other pathogens. As a replacement
of RHC, CLP–PEG is potentially easier to manipulate and would
allow for future functionalization.
55748 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 55745–55749
Conclusions

We have shown that self-assembling CLP–PEG successfully
mimicked the function of full-length recombinant human
collagen as corneal implants, promoting stable regeneration of
several cell types in appropriate congurations. All regenerated
neo-corneas were optically transparent, and based on early
results, allowed the restoration of morphological features
approximating those of natural corneas, suggesting their future
applicability for clinical graing. More extensive analyses of the
implants are required to determine the extent to which these
CLP–PEG implants were able to mimic hydrogels made from
full-length collagen, and to elucidate possible mechanisms of
collagen-induced regeneration. Furthermore, the performance
of these implants in human patients remains to be determined.
Nevertheless, we have demonstrated the potential utility of CLP-
based hydrogels for future clinical use.
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